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Now back an updated and expanded second edition, Recipes for Repair is your go-to
guideline for adopting the extremely acclaimed Lyme Inflammation Diet plan. The initial edition
of the reserve was a Bronze Medal Champion in the Living Right now Reserve Awards and a
Finalist in america Best Reserve Awards This 312-web page book features more than 180
quality recipes that are: - developed by Gail Piazza, a specialist food stylist and recipe
programmer, with taste and ease in mind - free from cane sugars, refined and artificial
substances - labeled with icons for quick identification of the numerous meals befitting
vegetarian (155), dairy-free (161), egg-free (136) and/or Paleo (111) Additionally, the
reserve: - Includes a foreword by Dr. and - Defines the beneficial characteristics of many foods
New to this edition, you ll discover: - 52 new quality recipes and 25 revised quality recipes -
Updated diet guidelines - Symptom journal instructions - Information on how to incorporate
cultured foods into meals - Preparation tips and a 7-day meal plan to get you began - And,
now, every recipe is normally gluten-free! Singleton s anti-inflammation diet plan including how
exactly to incorporate it into your life - Includes money-saving suggestions - Provides practical
planning and equipment guidelines for cooks of any experience level; Singleton, author of The
Lyme Disease Answer - Explains Dr. Allowable foods are gradually introduced over the initial 10
weeks, which can only help you to combat irritation, discover any unidentified meals sensitivities
and ultimately offer you an individualized nutrition program.
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Highly recommended A whole lot of work has truly gone into this book-- and while I've only
been using it for a few weeks, I greatly appreciate the clearness and thoroughness of the
program. Unlike many other specialty diet plan cookbooks, thought provides been given to
cooking from a shopping list-- one week a recipe for soup calls for 1/2 cauliflower. and
another casserole-like dish from the same week demands the other 1/2 head of cauliflower. This
makes sticking to the plan easier-- you don't have to run out to the store all the time to find
the next recipes' elements!I've bought the reserve to use while healing from a tenacious bout of
Lyme disease-- and We also appreciate the authors' thoughtfulness about how exactly to use
the diet plan when on antibiotics. I produced a few recipes and so far so great. The meals
from the first two phases so far is very, very good! The Indian chickpea and spinach fritters are
delicious; the oat crepes are also great-- very quickly I learned to trust the authors' taste. It is
the ONLY book There is that delivers anti-inflammatory diet and quality recipes.). This
cookbook is amazing! I find the photos area of the encouragement to adhere to the plan and
use fresh foods or familiar foods in fresh ways. That may sound like a small thing, but I hate
when cookbooks like this that provide you a menu to follow call for elements of ingredients, but
no way to utilize the rest, which means you end up heading off strategy or wasting food.. This
cookbook is amazing! But I therefore appreciate the fact that each recipe I've tried is easy to
follow, nice tasting, and functions as promised. I ordered 5 informational books on Lyme
Disease that have been easy to find but cookbooks were very limited so when I browse the
reviews for Dishes for Repair it didn't have a rocket scientist to see it was successful! So my
father got me this as a gift. I don't feel deprived anymore on a limited diet. My joint and
muscles pain has improved significantly Dr. The dishes are delicious and easy to follow. I've
already had a weight lack of 33 lbs so far. This cookbook paired with the Irritation Diet are
both essential of anyone wanting to improve their wellness Lyme disease or not really. My
doctor recommended this book My doctor recommended this book. It's certainly required
reading for those who have problems with tick-borne illnesses. My hubby is not on a limited diet
and wants everything I've produced-- he's even looked through the publication and stated
he'll make some factors from it (yay! It certainly teaches you to eat correct and eat the right
foods! An amazing resource.. Ms Piazza also offers lists of healthy meals available from your
own supermarket or online, and what to avoid as potential meals triggers (e.. Excellent book All
the recipes in this book aren't only useful but tasty! I was amazed. The first week totally re-
jumpstarted my GI. I am happy with this book. Best. Cookbook. EVER. The recipes are easy and
DELICIOUS! Significantly, you wouldn't even realize that everything in the meals is wonderful for
you by how amazing it preferences. Everyone includes a preconceived notion that healthy
equals bland. I challenge them to get ready food from this cookbook. Also, I have lost 20
pounds. What I love concerning this book may be the inspiration I get from ... What I love
about this book may be the inspiration I get from the beautiful pictures and the absolute
dependability of the dishes. I haven't tried every one of them yet but the ones I've tried were
super easy to check out the directions and tasted delicious.. Recommend! I had literally spent
hours in search of . I had literally spent hours searching for a cookbook I could use following
"Inflammation Diet", Dishes for Repair suit you perfectly perfectly! I am so happy he did. I
unquestionably love this book I absolutely love this publication! pulled me off my statin since my
cholesterol is now back in the standard range. There are therefore many helpful hints about
preparing a number of foods. I love the pantry section at the end with quality recipes on how
best to make your own staples as well as condiments and sauces. It really is a wonderful
resource that I think anyone looking to eat healthier would appreciate and find useful! Great



recipes and a lot of good information!.gums added to some brands of soups and almond milk).
Many of the quality recipes include ingredients that my doctor and nutritionist have cautioned
me in order to avoid -- maple syrup, honey, and yeast for example. However, I'm adapting
those quality recipes. Phase I includes a beautiful Herb Scrambled Eggs with Shiitake
Mushrooms, or think about a smoothie to start out your day right? I was so excited to be given
the opportunity to review this cookbook! It is an excellent book! It really helps with the
inflammation. Many thanks for helping me discover some alleviation!The recipes are easy to
check out and delicious!! Fabulous cookbook for clean eating- whether you have Lyme's,
Celiac Disease, or just want to feel better! I have significant intolerances to wheat and dairy,
which cookbook has been a great resource to find clean, delish quality recipes. The author is
super organized and includes every week shopping lists and incredibly helpful tips. I
significantly benefitted from her group and Facebook page, which includes positive discussions
and opinions.!g..The pictures are amazing and it's great to have healthy versions of old
favorites (like the yummy shepherd's pie). ESSENTIAL FOR RECOVERING LYMIES My whole life has
fallen apart due to chronic Lyme. That said, I’m ready to try everything to get my life back.
Trying items costs money and that money accumulates fast, therefore i was hesitant to invest
$25 on a cookbook when somedays I barely have the energy to get up from bed, let alone
cook. Let me tell you this cookbook is fantastic, the recipes are easy to check out, each one
includes a color glossy photo so realistic it pops away the page, better yet the dishes are
delicious, full of flavor and range. Even though you are not following a diet you will need to try
these dishes! There is a great deal of information here--the quality recipes don't start until
page 73. I can't eat the sweets, but they appearance enticing. I plan to stick to the program
because I really need to get better and will update this review later on. This book delivered
just like it had been advertised. I am looking towards all of those other book. It is precisely
what I was expecting. If you are trying to follow a diet a little encouragement is vital . I could,
however, chat about the food itself. with adaptions that I'm comfortable with, this book is
helping me personally to control . with adaptions that I'm more comfortable with, this
publication is helping me to manage the diet.! I do not need Lyme's disease or any chronic
irritation diseases, but I've two sisters identified as having Lyme's and understand how they
struggle with the condition, so I'm very happy to review this with them in mind. Also, I love that
the authors possess thought about the little things.. Most of the products in it I have begun to
include myself- limit dairy and gluten and eliminate sugars, stevia, apple cider vinegar etc - it’s
cool to discover what I’ve found plus more all come together in the form of recipes, which is
certainly something I have struggled to throw jointly myself. Today I cannot talk about how this
has really helped me as I don't have the condition, and haven't been able to actually perform
the 10-week program. For instance, if a recipe demands half a head of cauliflower, then
another dish FROM THE Equal WEEK will demand the spouse.. Let's focus on breakfast. Lyme
includes so much confusion;
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